
Where does your boat depart from? 

We depart from Oceanside, CA.  You can call the office at (760-333-4666) 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Due to the nature of the industry, it is entirely possible to get a recording.  If you do, please leave a 

message and we will return your call as soon as we are back on shore.   

Where do you scatter the ashes? 

Scattering takes place at sea off the Coast of San Diego County, by permit and within the laws of the 

Federal, State and Local agencies.  This allows us to accommodate most requests that families have.   

We can arrange scatterings witnessed from the shore, or the more popular spot, from the end of 

Oceanside Pier.   

How do I know the ashes are scattered? 

All non-witnessed ashes are scattered within 30 days of receipt of remains, and often sooner.  All 

scatterings are done by a California Licensed Funeral Director, FDR 2868.   By having a Licensed Funeral 

Director perform the scattering, you are assured that your loved one will be in the care of a professional 

at all times.  All non-witnessed scatterings are attended by at least one other crew member.  Each 

scattering is documented by Global Positioning Satellite with coordinates printed on a Certificate of 

Scatter.   The certificate is provided to the next of kin within a week of the scattering.  We mail a signed 

and completed Disposition Permit to the San Diego County Health Department for a permanent record 

of scatter. 

Do you scatter Pet Remains? 

Yes we do.  However, they are scattered at a separate coordinate from our Human remains. 

How many people can witness a scattering? 

We have vessels that can accommodate one to thirty people.  On the larger vessels, families often enjoy 

a light snack and beverage.  All vessels are equipped with a CD player for the music of your choice.  The 

actual scattering ceremony can be performed by the family or the Licesensed Funeral Director.  At the 

time of booking, we will discuss the details of the trip.  Each scattering is tailored to the individual family 

needs and can be a personal reflection of your loved one.     

What about Aerial scattering? 

We utilize a number of different types of aircraft depending on the needs of the family.  Please call (760-

333-4666), so we can discuss the price and capabilities of our aircraft. 

For more information see our Procedures Tab from our homepage. 


